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Many of the Bangime core lexical items, with representative examples in
Table 1, actually do closely resemble those found in some Dogon languages,
with consistent sound changes.

Gloss Dogon Language Dogon Word Bangime Word
a. who various àjé jéà
b. wilderness various Òr̃ÓÓ nàá
c. tie Bankan Tey mÒÓ bàà
d. rain Ben Tey, Nanga, Najamba àjǎn j´̃O`̃O
e. man various àr̃á g´̃O`̃O

Table 1: Lexical Comparisons

The first rule is that whereas in Dogon a word may begin with a vowel, a
word in Bangime may not. The first word, a. ‘who’ illustrates a process whereby
the initial two sounds are exchanged for one another so that the word-medial
consonant in the Dogon word moves to the word-initial place in Bangime.

The second example, b. ‘wilderness’, shows that just as in the first example,
a word in Bangime may not begin with a vowel. The word-medial consonant /r̃/
may not appear word-initially in Bangime.1 Therefore, after the consonant has
moved to word-initial position, the nasalized /r/ becomes [n] in Bangime. Both
[r] and [n] have the same place of articulation, the alveolar ridge of the mouth.
Further, because the [r] is nasalized, its expression as a nasal is expected. The
second change in the word is a vowel shift. The vowel /O/ in Dogon becomes [a]
in Bangime.

The third example, c. ‘tie’ is another example of the change in vowels.
Additionally, the initial consonant is changed from the labial nasal to the labial
stop. Again, the place of articulation is the same. The vowel change is also
consistent with the previous example.

The fourth and fifth examples, d. ‘rain’ and e. ‘man’ both act as the first
two examples in that the second sound, a consonant, is interchanged with the
first sound, a vowel when transferring the Dogon words into Bangime words
which may not begin with vowels. The vowel change is now in the opposite
direction, but the same vowels are interchanged, /a/ for [O]. Another difference
between Dogon words and Bangime words is that whereas a Dogon word may
end in a consonant, a Bangime word may not. Therefore a final /n/ is realized
as nasalization on the vowel in Bangime.

1Due to sonority constraints of an onset.
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In the final example, an additional change is witnessed. As with example b.,
a Bangime word may not begin with an [r] so another sound is substituted. In
example e., a [g] appears rather than the expected [n] above.2

The sound correspondences for the words in Table 1 are listed in Table 2
and outlined in Table 3.

Dogon Bangime
a. VCV CVV
b. O a
c. Vn ṽ
d. Vr gV
e. m b
f. Vr̃ nV

Table 2: Sound Correspondences

Gloss Proposed Constraint Example of Change
a. who *onsetless syllables aje → jea
b. rain *nasalized low vowels ajan → jãã → jõÕ
c. man *sonorant onsets ar̃a → r̃ãã → gãã → gõÕ
d. tie *nasalized low vowels mÕÕ → mãã → baa
e. wilderness all rules: Or̃ÕÕ → ar̃ãã → r̃aa → naa

Table 3: Sound Exchanges

2I am not sure why the change, but I suspect it has something to do with the following
vowels. Further, the change between the low, back vowel [a] and the mid, back vowel O is a
commonly induced change among Dogon languages through vowel harmony.
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